FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Don Marsh

Shirley Hawk

2 reviews

2 reviews

We had a great experience with Revildor from the our ﬁrst
meeting to completion of our roof. Luis, Kathy and Victor
kept us informed and alleviated our concerns. Everything
was done as expected and no damage was done to our
home. Victor was on site throughout the whole process
and made sure things went smoothly and answered any
questions that we had. They completed our roof in less
than two days and clean up was done well. We are very
happy with our new roof and would highly recommend
Revildor. Don't hesitate to call Luis for a quote. Everyone
was exceptional!

We had the pleasure of working with Revildor for a
re-rooﬁng. The work and process beyond exceeded our
expectations. Great communication, workmanship and
value!. From beginning to end this team is A+. From the
initial estimate, Luis was very detailed, courteous and
explained the process well. Kathy was prompt with her
communication, very organized and thorough. The crew
was punctual, and the job was completed with high
quality. The onsite manager, Victor, was there the entire
time making sure the job was being done to standards.
Everything was clean and pristine at the end (they even
cleaned debris that had fallen in our neighbor’s yard!). This
team takes pride in their work, and it shows! Highly
recommend.

Nick H
8 reviews

John Rosinski
Revildor were great, professional, and clean. They did the
full re-roof and delivered on-time. Highly recommend
them for any of your rooﬁng needs.

Thomas Adamski
7 reviews
Revildor Rooﬁng was fast and professional! Kathy was
very prompt with responses and very diligent when getting
HOA approval. The crew showed up on time and worked
tireless to get the roof stripped and installed. They ﬁnished
with high quality results in just 2 days! I would deﬁnitely
recommend Revildor Rooﬁng to anyone looking for a new
roof.

5 reviews
I had a great experience with Revildor. The onsite project
manager was here the entire time making sure the job was
done right. Luis took multiple calls to help me understand
the product, warranties, inspections, etc... Kathy was
amazing and stayed in touch throughout the process. The
inspections were signed off by the city with no issues.
They completely cleaned up my property and the
neighbor's properties of debris and left my place the way
they found it. I am very happy I selected this company to
do the work. In the meantime, a home 2 doors down where
the re-roof being done by another company which started
a week before mine is still sitting with tarps on the roof
and failed inspections. I made the right choice selecting
Revildor.

John Reilly
Local Guide · 20 reviews

Craig Nordyke
1 review
Excellent service, communication and great crew that did
a very thorough job on our much needed roof!
Kathy was outstanding in staying in touch before, during
and after the project was completed.
They did ﬁnd damaged wood that was replaced and sent
us all the pics to prove it as well as before and after
photos plus scheduled the inspections and wind
mitigation- all and all it’s was a very professional
experience and got the job done in 2 days.
Highly recommended!

Lizette Valarino
10 reviews
As a recent widow, there was much around the house I
was totally ignorant about: the roof, deﬁnitely. When faced
with the need to inspect and possibly replace the roof, I
panicked. Fortunately, I knew of Revildor and turned to
them at the peak of my frustration and anxiety. The team
quickly assessed my situation, provided me with various
options and kindly guided me through the process helping
me make the best decision. Once the project began, their
care and concern continued. The work crew arrived on
time and were polite, diligent, and eﬃcient. The job was
completed quickly, they cleaned up everything and left me
with a beautiful new roof! I would not hesitate a minute to
recommend them. From oﬃce staff to project crew, they
are simply wonderful!

Marvin Agagas
7 reviews
The Revildor team Kathy, Luis, and Victor) has been great
to work with from start to ﬁnish. Their communication,
pride of workmanship, and value is unbeatable. We've
interviewed several "ambulance chasing" roof companies
after our recent hail storm and Revildor's non-pushy
approach and honest assessment is what attracted us to
them. We've heard several horror stories of neighbors
dealing with their roofers and we are so glad we chose
Revildor. I highly recommend them!

Rita Brown
1 review
I was referred to Revildor by one of my coworkers and I am
so happy that I chose this company to complete my new
roof after an unforeseen and damaging hailstorm. Luis,
Kathy and Victor were very professional from the start all
the way to the end of the project. The Revildor team
answered all of my questions throughout the process and
kept me informed every step of the project.
I am very please with my new roof and the roofers and
Victor did an amazing job while keeping my yard and
driveway clean and maintaining the upmost
professionalism during the 2 day project. I would highly
recommend Revildor to anyone who is in need of a new
roof or repairs as they make sure to go above and beyond
for their customers.

Marcela Morato

Revildor is a very professional company from the estimate,
through the new roof installation and ﬁnal sign off on the
work. They took the time to explain details about the work.
They also took before and after pictures of the roof for my
records. There was one little mistake in the process but
they acknowledged it right away as their error. You can
hire this company with conﬁdence they will do an excellent
job!

Carrie Hall
3 reviews
This company is very professional and got our new roof
and gutters on in a week from signing the contract.
Everyone was very helpful and great at guiding us through
the process. All our questions and concerns were
answered and taken care of. It was all very organized from
start to ﬁnish. The owner, Luis, came by our house to
check on the work every day. He was very honest and
explained everything and answered any questions we had.
We highly recommend them!

Chasity
6 reviews
We recently had a new roof installed by Revildor. This was
our ﬁrst time hiring a contractor to do work at our house
so we had a lot of questions. Each step of the process
was thoroughly explained and every question we had was
promptly answered by Kathy. Luis and the other workers at
our house were very professional and courteous. It was
evident throughout the course of the job that every
employee at this company takes great pride in their work
and truly cares about creating a great outcome. We are
very happy with our new roof and even happier that the
process was seamless. This company provides a great
value and peace of mind and we highly recommend them.

Yovannie Rodriguez
2 reviews
Revildor was the epitome of professional. From the ﬁrst
email contact, to the meeting for the estimate, to the
meeting for contract execution, to the teams of people
doing the work and through completion, this company was
on time, courteous, knowledgeable and great to work
with. Do not hesitate to contract with them!

Mallory McKinney
3 reviews
Sometimes going through the process of getting a new
roof can be overwhelming. Not with Revildor! From our
initial visit with Luis, Kathy being our contact person and
dealing with insurance, and Marco Supervising the work
the experience was superior! They were extremely
professional, great communication, and professional
roofers! They were also very concerned about keeping our
home and yard as clean as possible. Our roof is
absolutely beautiful. Even our neighbors have come over
to tell us what a great job Revildor did. We have absolutely
no complaints. Choose Revildor for your next roof!

14 reviews

Natasha Khan (Warrior)
From beginning to end, my experience with Revildor was
nothing short of excellent. They communicated promptly,
and made me feel comfortable throughout the entire
process of my roof repair. I would 10/10 recommend this
company for your roof service needs.
- Gloria

3 reviews
Revildor was nothing short of excellent. They
communicated promptly, and made me feel comfortable
throughout the entire process of my roof repair. I highly
recommend this company for your roof service needs.

Steven Moore
4 reviews

Andrea Bolivar (The Spanish Studio)
1 review
Thank you so much Revildor my roof looks incredible! Luis
and Diana won my conﬁdence with their honest
communication, fast response and reasonable pricing!
They have impeccable eye for detail and as I was selling
my property, it was in perfect condition for inspection in a
timely manner, complete with a full review of their work
and photos.
I would highly recommend Revildor to anyone who is
requiring their services and anyone looking for people who
work with integrity, honestly and professionalism. 5 stars
from me any day!

REVILDOR Is a great rooﬁng company! On time for all
appointments! Fair price and a beautiful roof. Patience
was Incredible. my insurance payed slowly. All they asked
was to keep them informed!! NEVER pressure me for
what was out of my control. I was never happier to hand
over my money to a company! I was highly recommend to
them and glad I listen and used them. Luis the owner is
wonderful and Kathy the oﬃce manager is a Saint! She
always answered Phone calls ,email,and text quickly if
during Business hours if emailed after hours she got back
1st thing in the morning! ANYONE that is in need of a roof
they should call REVILDOR!

Monica Valle
Bill Sun

3 reviews

3 reviews
I recently reroofed my home in the Oviedo area with
Revildor, and it was extremely pleasant to work with Kathy
and her team throughout the whole project. I am a real
estate investor based in California, and was able to
coordinate the entire effort seamless from estimates,
material/color selections, paperwork, and having the
Revildor team work with my local property manager in the
Oviedo area. The ﬁnal price was exactly what I was quoted,
and a very reasonable price at that!

My roof looks Great! Luis and Diana were extremely
professional, eﬃcient, accessible and dependable every
step of the way. The team at Revildor worked diligently
and quickly. They took extra precautions to ensure all the
debris was disposed of properly and the job site was
meticulously maintained. The entire experience was
positive and hassle free. For a professional and
experienced roofer look no further. Revildor is without a
doubt the best choice.

Nilsa Power
2 reviews

Ann A.
2 reviews
Everyone at Revildor was very kind and professional. They
answered all our questions and made us feel like valuable
customers. The entire staff Louis, Kathy, Victor and the
crew that came out were just great. I love my new roof.

Revildor takes 5 stars in all categories. It is the best
rooﬁng company I have ever dealt with in 31 years in
Florida and having done several reroofs. The inspector
even took his time to let us know they had gone well above
code and was truly impressed with their work. It is the
only company I will refer from now on.

Amanda Trim
14 reviews

Rebecca D. Louis
Local Guide · 300 reviews

Update March 2019 - Revildor had now done a roof on our
other home and we couldn't be more pleased! Once again,
they exceeded our expectations. I highly recommend
them for their attention to detail, professionalism, quality
product, and fairness.
Our roof was heavily damaged by Hurricane Irma. We
called Revildor and they came right out to inspect our roof
and give us an estimate. The new roof looks amazing!
Through the entire process of working with them and
dealing with the insurance company, Revildor was
professional, accommodating and eﬃcient. I would
recommend them to anyone in need of roof repair or
replacement.

Working with Revildor was a great experience from start to
ﬁnish. Luis, Diana and their team are professionals who
really care about their customer's satisfaction. Their
pricing was fair and they kept us informed through every
step of the rooﬁng process.
I am happy with the way our new roof turned out and
would highly recommend them to anyone looking for a
company that is professional, honest and eﬃcient.

Alex D
1 review

Javier Yataco
2 reviews
This is wayyy over due .. what a pleasure to work with
Diana, Luis and team at Revildor. First of all they were
patient as we were going back and forth with an insurance
claim. After nearly a year we were ﬁnally able to setup to
replace our roof. From beginning to end they answered all
questions about the process, forms, selection of roof type
and etc. The install was great and the clean up perfect.
There was an unexpected issue from the install however
with their professionalism they handled it perfectly and
stress free. We would use them for all roof needs and
replacement again and highly recommend to others.
Gracias Diana & Luis for everything.

Choosing a rooﬁng contractor can be a daunting task. I
had no idea what to ask and what to look out for. Revildor
was highly recommended by good friends and after
looking at all the positive reviews online, I took a chance
on Revildor Rooﬁng. From the get-go, their service was
stellar. Every person in that company was professional,
courteous and simply wonderful to work with. Their prices
were extremely fair when I compared them to four other
estimates I had done. Remarkably, after putting an entire
long hot and hard days work in they took time, each night,
to clean up around the entire house and make it look
impeccable. One gentleman in particular went out of his
way to help me resolve an issue that could have been a
huge headache to me . Thank you Juan! I cannot say
enough wonderful things about these people. And how
important it is these days, to support a family business
instead of a giant conglomerate.

Nhu Pham
8 reviews

Genessi Palacio
Luis, Diana and Kathy are extremely nice, polite and honest
people and it shows in their work. I had to replace the
whole roof. They gave me very competitive pricing; the
team came, completed the job and cleaned up very well. I
was impressed that my calls and emails were responded
very quickly. I am very pleased with the ﬁnished work and
the interactions with the company.

Tony Hagan
6 reviews
I had signiﬁcant damage to my roof from hurricane Irma. I
obtained 4 bids to replace the roof and selected Revildor
due to their upfront professionalism. The work was done
in a timely fashion and at a cost acceptable to me.
The oﬃce personnel and roofers themselves truly know
the meaning of customer support and communicated with
me well during the process. I had extensive solar panels
that had to be removed ﬁrst and Revildor worked with the
company I hired with the removal and replacement.
I do want to add that the roofers themselves were
extremely hard working, taking only a break for lunch.
They also did a superb job of cleanup afterwards.

3 reviews
For the past year I have been looking for a prestige rooﬁng
company to help repair damage from hurricane Irma. A
month ago I came across Revildor Rooﬁng and they were
quick to help. I am extremely satisﬁed with the work done.
Their professionalism, honesty, and communication is
beyond amazing. Their attention to detail is outstanding. I
must say I have never seen a job more organized than this.
Thank you Revildor!

Chad Baransky
1 review
I normally don't write reviews, but Revildor has made this
process of getting a new roof after Irma ﬂawless. First
time replacing a roof, and they walked me through it and
helped explain the process in perfect details with the
Insurance company. Great work guys!

TeNeika Walker
4 reviews

You could not go wrong with hiring Revildor.

Antonio Muniz
21 reviews
We were out of town during Hurricane Irma so when we
arrived and noticed damage to our roof we immediately
contacted Revildor. They were on the roof 48 hours later,
which is simply amazing. Their inspection was thorough
and they provided recommendations on the spot. 24
hours after that we had a formal proposal with complete
costs estimates and photos. I would recommend them
without hesitation.

Their team was fantastic. I had to get a new roof after
Hurricane Irma hit the Central Florida area, less than a
month after I purchase my ﬁrst home. Needless to say, this
was a ﬁrst for me and I was beyond confused by the
rooﬁng process. However, Diana and the entire Revildor
Rooﬁng team talked me through each step of the process
and communicated with me what actions I needed to take
along the way. I recommend this team to anyone who has
a rooﬁng need. They are incredibly well knowledged and
patient with ﬁrst times.
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